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COMMENT
Flexible ureteroscopy for the management of proximal ureteral stones or kidney stones is a first line
treatment modality according to European Association of Urology and American Urological Association
guidelines (1, 2). Due to improvements in the surgical disposable devices, better quality and image resolution of analogical and digital flexible ureteroscopes, and high stone-free rates, RIRS indications are rapidly
increasing (3). However, it is a procedure not free of complications and there is robust evidence that high
intra-renal pressure used to improve surgical view is related to postoperative complications, such as peri-renal hematomas and infections (4, 5). Tokas et al. in a systematic review found that pyelovenous backflow
may occur at pressure ranging from 13.6 ro 27.2 cmH2O and complications such as pyelorenal backflow,
sepsis, and renal damage are directly related to increased intra-renal pressure (6). In the current paper, Loftus
et al. (7) in an experimental study showed that higher intra-renal pressure is related to a deeper tissue penetration of ink, which could represent a greater renal parenchyma damage. Also, in this study, authors have
demonstrated the ureteral access sheath (UAS) may prevent a significant increase in the intra-renal pressure,
protecting the kidney of an eventual deleterious effects.
In a recent study comparing the intrapelvic pressures during flexible ureteroscopy, mini-percutaneous nephrolithotomy, standard percutaneous nephrolithotomy, and endoscopic combined intrarenal
surgery in a kidney model, authors have demonstrated that intrapelvic pressure never exceed 50 cmH2O
irrespectively of the technique. During flexible ureteroscopy intrapelvic pressure values ranged from 1.4 to
46.2 cmH2O, and irrigation pressure at 40 cmH2O, an occupied working channel, and the use of a UAS were
factors that reduced intrapelvic pressure (8).
UAS placement as a regular step of flexible ureteroscopy is still a controversial issue. Breda et al in
a systematic review and meta-analysis have concluded that UAS has several potential advantages such as
to facilitate retrograde intra-renal access, lower intra-renal pressure, protect the ureter, protect the scope,
and expedite stone extraction. However, UAS use may also be associated with acute ureteral injury and
long-term complications, including ureteral stenosis and hydronephrosis (9). Maybe UAS placement should
be individualized according to each case (kidney stone burden and kidney collecting system anatomy) and
surgeon experience. Undoubtedly, intra-renal pressure is a major issue that should be kept on mind of all
endourologists.
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